
Pro Energy Design has been providing complete LED 
solutions since 2017 from the historic town 
of Woodstock, IL, a northwest suburb of Chicago.

Doug Youmans of Pro 
Energy Design, has been 
a master electrician 
for 35 years. Doug liked 
that our lights were “well 
priced and with a long 
life.” Green Light Depot 
solved a problem by 
providing quality 
lighting products at 
reasonable prices.

Though the company is 4 years young it is Though the company is 4 years young it is Though the company is 4 years young it is 
backed by years of experience in the field, backed by years of experience in the field, backed by years of experience in the field, 
Doug Youmans of Pro Energy Design, has Doug Youmans of Pro Energy Design, has Doug Youmans of Pro Energy Design, has 
been a master electrician for 35 years. been a master electrician for 35 years. been a master electrician for 35 years. 
Doug with the help of his partner Ted Doug with the help of his partner Ted Doug with the help of his partner Ted 
Albrecht who handles Albrecht who handles Business DevelopBusiness DevelopBusiness Develop--
ment for the company,ment for the company, is a retired Offensive  is a retired Offensive  is a retired Offensive 
Tackle for the Chicago Bears. With that Tackle for the Chicago Bears. With that Tackle for the Chicago Bears. With that 
much time invested in the field you can much time invested in the field you can much time invested in the field you can 
trust that they will have the knowledge and trust that they will have the knowledge and trust that they will have the knowledge and 
experience to properly advise on your experience to properly advise on your experience to properly advise on your 
project. With the new initiative to convert project. With the new initiative to convert project. With the new initiative to convert 
facilities to LED to save energy becoming facilities to LED to save energy becoming facilities to LED to save energy becoming 
ever more popular, it has driven this ever more popular, it has driven this ever more popular, it has driven this 
company to the forefront.company to the forefront.

Referred by a fellow installer, Doug came to Referred by a fellow installer, Doug came to Referred by a fellow installer, Doug came to 
us because he was frustrated with the us because he was frustrated with the us because he was frustrated with the 
unaffordable prices and quality provided by unaffordable prices and quality provided by unaffordable prices and quality provided by 
the already well-known lighting brands the already well-known lighting brands the already well-known lighting brands 
offered in the US. A brand that had been offered in the US. A brand that had been 
trusted by many for years had started to trusted by many for years had started to trusted by many for years had started to 
show their lack of knowledge in new LED show their lack of knowledge in new LED show their lack of knowledge in new LED 
technology. When paying such a high price technology. When paying such a high price technology. When paying such a high price 

Green Light Depot 
products have been 
tested by DLC, UL, ETL 
and they are backed 
by a warranty to 
ensure they are selling 
reliable, and efficient 
products and holding 
to the highest 
standards of quality.

How It Began

he expected superior performance and he expected superior performance and he expected superior performance and 
that’s where they failed. The extremely high that’s where they failed. The extremely high that’s where they failed. The extremely high that’s where they failed. The extremely high 
prices didn’t meet the quality expected. prices didn’t meet the quality expected. prices didn’t meet the quality expected. 
Also, the brand proved to be very unreliable. Also, the brand proved to be very unreliable. Also, the brand proved to be very unreliable. 
Disappointed in the quality and reliability of Disappointed in the quality and reliability of Disappointed in the quality and reliability of 
the brand he decided to give us a chance. the brand he decided to give us a chance. the brand he decided to give us a chance. 
Doug liked that our lights were “well priced Doug liked that our lights were “well priced Doug liked that our lights were “well priced Doug liked that our lights were “well priced 
and with a long life.” and with a long life.” 
Green Light Depot solved a problem Green Light Depot solved a problem Green Light Depot solved a problem 
by providing quality lighting products by providing quality lighting products by providing quality lighting products 
at reasonable prices.at reasonable prices.at reasonable prices.

With a new discovery of Greentek Energy With a new discovery of Greentek Energy With a new discovery of Greentek Energy 
Systems products that proved to be “reliable, Systems products that proved to be “reliable, Systems products that proved to be “reliable, Systems products that proved to be “reliable, 
dependable, and affordable”, Doug was able dependable, and affordable”, Doug was able dependable, and affordable”, Doug was able dependable, and affordable”, Doug was able 
to build his new business. Together with his to build his new business. Together with his to build his new business. Together with his 
partner Ted they created their own software partner Ted they created their own software partner Ted they created their own software 
to calculate ROI’s making it a full-service LED to calculate ROI’s making it a full-service LED to calculate ROI’s making it a full-service LED 
retrofit company. With this software Doug retrofit company. With this software Doug retrofit company. With this software Doug 
and Ted can show their customer exactly how and Ted can show their customer exactly how and Ted can show their customer exactly how and Ted can show their customer exactly how 
much energy and money they will save for much energy and money they will save for much energy and money they will save for 
converting to LED. With this integrative converting to LED. With this integrative converting to LED. With this integrative 
system it makes it easy for his system it makes it easy for his system it makes it easy for his customers customers 
to see the benefits in real time.to see the benefits in real time.to see the benefits in real time.

PRO ENERGY DESIGN



Greentek Energy Systems.

1000 Laval Blvd,

Lawrenceville, GA 30043

ADDRESS (770) 744-1300
www.greentekes.com

Support@greentekes.com

A recent project that Pro Energy Design took on, was replacing A recent project that Pro Energy Design took on, was replacing A recent project that Pro Energy Design took on, was replacing A recent project that Pro Energy Design took on, was replacing A recent project that Pro Energy Design took on, was replacing 

the entire selection of outdoor lighting for a prominent the entire selection of outdoor lighting for a prominent the entire selection of outdoor lighting for a prominent the entire selection of outdoor lighting for a prominent the entire selection of outdoor lighting for a prominent 

shopping center in Illinois. This was a massive project to shopping center in Illinois. This was a massive project to shopping center in Illinois. This was a massive project to shopping center in Illinois. This was a massive project to shopping center in Illinois. This was a massive project to 

replace canopy lights, �oods, streetlights, and wall packs. The replace canopy lights, �oods, streetlights, and wall packs. The replace canopy lights, �oods, streetlights, and wall packs. The replace canopy lights, �oods, streetlights, and wall packs. The replace canopy lights, �oods, streetlights, and wall packs. The 

project cost hovered around $86,000 but, thanks to the DLC project cost hovered around $86,000 but, thanks to the DLC project cost hovered around $86,000 but, thanks to the DLC project cost hovered around $86,000 but, thanks to the DLC project cost hovered around $86,000 but, thanks to the DLC 

certi�cations that Green Light Depot’s products hold, the certi�cations that Green Light Depot’s products hold, the certi�cations that Green Light Depot’s products hold, the certi�cations that Green Light Depot’s products hold, the certi�cations that Green Light Depot’s products hold, the 

utility rebate was $68,800! That’s nearly 80% of the total cost! utility rebate was $68,800! That’s nearly 80% of the total cost! utility rebate was $68,800! That’s nearly 80% of the total cost! utility rebate was $68,800! That’s nearly 80% of the total cost! utility rebate was $68,800! That’s nearly 80% of the total cost! 

Therefore, it is so important to know what you’re buying and Therefore, it is so important to know what you’re buying and Therefore, it is so important to know what you’re buying and Therefore, it is so important to know what you’re buying and Therefore, it is so important to know what you’re buying and 

who you are buying from. Green Light Depot strives to stay who you are buying from. Green Light Depot strives to stay who you are buying from. Green Light Depot strives to stay who you are buying from. Green Light Depot strives to stay who you are buying from. Green Light Depot strives to stay 

current with all new DLC regulations and UL safety requirements.current with all new DLC regulations and UL safety requirements.current with all new DLC regulations and UL safety requirements.current with all new DLC regulations and UL safety requirements.current with all new DLC regulations and UL safety requirements.

Other companies try to lure customers in with claims of energy Other companies try to lure customers in with claims of energy Other companies try to lure customers in with claims of energy Other companies try to lure customers in with claims of energy Other companies try to lure customers in with claims of energy 

savings, but, if they aren’t DLC and UL listed it isn’t a safe or savings, but, if they aren’t DLC and UL listed it isn’t a safe or savings, but, if they aren’t DLC and UL listed it isn’t a safe or savings, but, if they aren’t DLC and UL listed it isn’t a safe or savings, but, if they aren’t DLC and UL listed it isn’t a safe or 

a smart choice to purchase that product. a smart choice to purchase that product. a smart choice to purchase that product. a smart choice to purchase that product. 

Savings

Contact 

DLC is a third-party company that thoroughly vets each DLC is a third-party company that thoroughly vets each DLC is a third-party company that thoroughly vets each DLC is a third-party company that thoroughly vets each DLC is a third-party company that thoroughly vets each DLC is a third-party company that thoroughly vets each 

product by testing its e�ciency claims, integrity, lumen output, product by testing its e�ciency claims, integrity, lumen output, product by testing its e�ciency claims, integrity, lumen output, product by testing its e�ciency claims, integrity, lumen output, product by testing its e�ciency claims, integrity, lumen output, 

e�cacy, and overall quality and reliability. These are high e�cacy, and overall quality and reliability. These are high e�cacy, and overall quality and reliability. These are high e�cacy, and overall quality and reliability. These are high e�cacy, and overall quality and reliability. These are high e�cacy, and overall quality and reliability. These are high 

standards that not everyone can adhere to, but Green Light standards that not everyone can adhere to, but Green Light standards that not everyone can adhere to, but Green Light standards that not everyone can adhere to, but Green Light standards that not everyone can adhere to, but Green Light 

Depot can and has since its inception.Depot can and has since its inception.Depot can and has since its inception.Depot can and has since its inception.Depot can and has since its inception.

Doug Youmans has been in the industry for many, many years Doug Youmans has been in the industry for many, many years Doug Youmans has been in the industry for many, many years Doug Youmans has been in the industry for many, many years Doug Youmans has been in the industry for many, many years 

and can spot a good product. Even though Green Light Depot and can spot a good product. Even though Green Light Depot and can spot a good product. Even though Green Light Depot and can spot a good product. Even though Green Light Depot and can spot a good product. Even though Green Light Depot and can spot a good product. Even though Green Light Depot 

had only been around for �ve years when he �rst came to us, had only been around for �ve years when he �rst came to us, had only been around for �ve years when he �rst came to us, had only been around for �ve years when he �rst came to us, had only been around for �ve years when he �rst came to us, had only been around for �ve years when he �rst came to us, 

after he installed our product his con�dence in us soared. after he installed our product his con�dence in us soared. after he installed our product his con�dence in us soared. after he installed our product his con�dence in us soared. after he installed our product his con�dence in us soared. 

Doug has found that our AL2 series streetlights are Doug has found that our AL2 series streetlights are Doug has found that our AL2 series streetlights are Doug has found that our AL2 series streetlights are Doug has found that our AL2 series streetlights are 

a solid and reliable �xture suited best for parking lot light a solid and reliable �xture suited best for parking lot light a solid and reliable �xture suited best for parking lot light a solid and reliable �xture suited best for parking lot light a solid and reliable �xture suited best for parking lot light a solid and reliable �xture suited best for parking lot light 

replacements. The AL2 series boasts an incredibly high lumen replacements. The AL2 series boasts an incredibly high lumen replacements. The AL2 series boasts an incredibly high lumen replacements. The AL2 series boasts an incredibly high lumen replacements. The AL2 series boasts an incredibly high lumen 

e�cacy of 135lm per watt. e�cacy of 135lm per watt. e�cacy of 135lm per watt. 

A recent project that 

Pro Energy Design 

took on, was replacing 

the entire selection of 

outdoor lighting for a 

prominent shopping 

center in Illinois. 

PRO ENERGY DESIGN
If you are in need of Energy Audits, 
Lighting Design, Installation contact 
Doug Youmans & Ted Albrecht
doug@proenergydesign.com
847-344-8406


